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I. INTRODUCTION
In our study of pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 2.34-9 GeV/c
momentum we were able to discover' ' and investigate in de
tail '
' the events in which incident pions were completely
stopped and deposited their energies in target nuclei. The ener
gy deposition was studied in detail in the events of such
a k i n d A An attempt to understand better this phenomenon mo
tivated further investigations in other experimental groups
using other incident hadrons of similar momentum values' - Л
In study of inelastic collisions of 4.5 GeV/c momentum protons
with emulsion nuclei approximately 12% of the events were found
in which the emission of heavily ionizing particles is not ac
companied by any shower particle' ' ^Many of events in this
sub-class may be identified as events discovered in our
work ' - '.
In 1983 the work of the group of physicists from Japan was
published' ' in which the authors communicate that they were
able to identify hadron-nucleus collision events in which lea
ding particles were completely (or mostly) stopped and deposi
ted their energies up to 4 GeV in target nuclei. They define
the "stopped" events as the events with "high" multiplicity
of charged secondaries and no "forward particle". Their inves
tigations were performed in order to obtain an answer to the
question of a common interest "Whether and how can we produce
high enough excited states to study a possible new phase of
nuclear matter?" In particular, they attempted to obtain an
answer to the question "Which is the best energy for produc
tion of the high enough excited states?".
We are sure that results of our previous studies can throw
light on the results which are or will be obtained in this field
by other groups. .
The knowledge about the hadron-nucleus collision events with
out particle production, in which incident hadrons stop and
deposit completely their energy, may help to understand such
phenomenon as high excitation of the target nuclei and inten
sive emission of "fast" nucleons - of kinetic energy from about
20 to about 400 MeV, accompanying hadron nucleus collisions.
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In this paper, the stopping and energy deposition of hadrons
in target nuclei are considered, using experimental material
sampled in our previous works/ ''.
1-11
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Stopping and energy deposition of pions in xenon target nuc
lei were studied using the ISO litre xenon bubble chamber of
the Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics at Mos
cow and the 26 litre xenon bubble chamber of the Joint Institute
for Nuclear Research at Dubna.
The characteristics of the xenon bubble chambers used in
those experiments and detailed information about the experi
mental procedure can be found in our works^ » » 5,16/; e limit
ourselves here to the presentation of the most important in
formation, therefore.
Tracks of the length larger than nearly 5 mm are visible
well and detectable with the constant efficiency which is close
to 100%. To this minimum length there corresponds the minimum
kinetic energy of the registered protons of nearly 20 MeV and
of the registered charged pions of nearly 10 MeV. The tracks
of smaller lengths are visible as well, but in this case the
detection efficiency is not constant. In the 180 litre chamber,
the protons of energies from nearly 20 up to nearly 200 MeV,
the secondary pions: the negatively charged of kinetic energy
from nearly 10 up to nearly 100 MeV, positively charged of ener
gy from 0 up to 100 MeV, and the neutral pions of any kinetic
energy over 0 MeV, including 0 MeV, are recorded with the ef
ficiency near to 100% within the total solid angle An ;the ki
netic energy of protons emitted within the 60 degrees cone and
stopping inside the chamber is no more than nearly 350 MeV. In
the 26 litre chamber, the protons of kinetic energy from nearly
20 MeV up to nearly 120 MeV, the secondary pions: the negati
vely charged of kinetic energy from nearly 10 up to about
80 MeV, positively charged of kinetic energy from 0 up to about
80 MeV, and the neutral pions of any kinetic energy over 0 MeV,
including 0, are recorded with the efficiency being near to
100» within the total in solid angle.
1
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He are able, using these chambers, to select pion-xenon nuc
leus collision events in which incident pion is absorbed or it
traverses the target nucleus without causing particle produc
tion, in particular - pion production. The analysis of the pos
sible contamination of the sample of events selected as the
events without particle production with the events in which
various particles are produced in fact, in particular with the
events in which produced particles leave V-shaped tracks,
showed that this contamination is negligible; the sample of
events in which incident pion is absorbed includes no more than
about 5% of events in which pions or kaons are produced, but
not detected in scanning.

2

3. SHORT REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
1-11

In our study of the pion-xenon nucleus collisions' >15/,
various facts were discovered experimentally which may charac
terize stopping and energy deposition of pions in target nuc
leus or, in general, in nuclear matter:
I. Among the pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 2.34-9 GeV/c
momentum a sub-class of events can be distinguished in which
incident pion does not cause particle production, in particular
pion production, but it underwent a deflection only in its pas
sage through the target nucleus, accompanied by fast nucleon
emission, or it underwent an absorption inside the target nuc
leus, accompanied by fast nucleon emission. At 3.5 GeV/c momen
tum, the pion-xenon nucleus collisions without particle produc
tion are registered in (10.6+0.5)% of all collision events/s/
the pion deflection events are in about 88% and the pion absorp
tion events in about 12% in them.
2. The percentage of the pion absorption events decreases
with increasing the momentum of the incident pions, fig.I.
;

Fig.1. Probability P of the ap
pearance of the pion-xenon nuc
leus collision events in which
incident pion is stopped inside
the target xenon nucleus, in
dependence on the incident pion
momentum P„. • - experimental
data,
calculations using
formula (5).
a

3. The pion-xenon nucleus collisions with and without par
ticle production- are accompanied by "fast" nucleon emission by the emission of nucleons of kinetic energy from about 20
up to about 400 MeV.
4. The multiplicity n„ distributions of the fast protons de
pend on the incident pion momentum at its values smaller than
about 3.5 GeV/c, at higher momenta the distributions seem to
be energy-independent.
5. Fast proton multiplicitya distributions in pion-xenon
collisions in which incident pion is absorbed in the target
nucleus are evidently different at 2.34 and 3.5 GeV/c momen
tum''' ?,figs.2 and 3. The mean number of fast protons <n„>
p
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Fig.3. Proton multiplicity a,
distribution N ( n ) in pionxenon nucleus collisions in
which incident pion is absor
bed in the xenon target nuc
leus, at 2.34 GeV/c momentum.

Fig.2. Proton multiplicity n
distribution Н(Пр) in pionxenon nucleus collisions in
vhich incident pion is absor
bed in the xenon target nuc
leus, at 3.5 GeV/c momentum.
p
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emitted in pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum,
in which incident pion is absorbed, equals the number of pro
tons contained inside cylindrical volume *Dj& within the xenon
nucleus, where D Q is the nucleon diameter and the length A= D,
where D is the xenon nucleus diameter / Л The mean number of
fast protons emitted in pion-xenon nucleus collisions at
2.34 GeV/c momentum, in which incident pion is absorbed, equals
the number of protons contained inside cylindrical volume
centered on the nucleus diameter, where A»0,6D. (The mean num
ber of protons contained in any volume тЩХ inside a target
nucleus can be estimated on the basis of experimental data on
nuclear sizes and nucleon density distributions in Л е ш ' Л .
6. Simple relation exists between the target nucleus geomet
ry - its size and nucleon density distribution in it - and the
multiplicity distribution of the emitted protons' "- Distribu
tions of nuclear matter layer thicknesses A in atomic nuclei,
measured in protons per S - * D J , are similar to observed proton
multiplicity n
distributions in hadron-nucleus collisions at
energies higher than a few GeV, when a. £ • (D), where a,(D)
is the numbsr of protons within cylindrical volume *D^D inside
the target nucleus, Do is the diameter of the nucleon and D
is the target nucleus diameter' ", 7
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7. Only in about a few per cent of the hadron-nucleus colli
sions the number of emitted fast protons is larger than the „
number of protons contained within the cylindrical volume " D Q D
inside the target nucleus.
8. The mean multiplicity <n„> of fast protons emitted in
hadron-nucleus collisions at energies above a few GeV is al
most the same as the average thickness <X> of the target nuc
leus, measured in protons per S = <rD .
9. Energy and momentum spectra, and angular distributions,
of the emitted fast protons are identical in the sample of
events with particle production and in the sub-samples of events
without particle production - in which incident pions are def
lected or absorbed in the target nucleus^ ' /.The energy spect
ra in pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum are
the same' ' as the energy spectra of fast protons, or "g -par
ticles", in proton-emulsion nuclei collisions at 4.5 and
400 GeV/c momentum. The angular distribution of the fast pro
tons in pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum
is the same as the angular distribution of the fast protons,
or " g-particles", in proton-emulsion nuclei collisions at
400 G e V / c .
10. The knocking-out mechanism of the fast mucleon emission
does not seem to play any important role in fast nucleon emis
sion observed ' '•
11. The fast nucleon emission process proceeds independently
of the particle production process • * . I n many cases, the
fast proton emission process starts in advance of the multiple
meson creation' •
12. Definite simple relation exists between the incident pion
deflection angle and the mean number <n_>
of the emitted pro
tons, in pion-xenon nucleus collisions without particle produc
tion^/.
• 13. Asymmetry in proton emission intensity angular distribu
tion exists relatively to the plane perpendicular to the hadron
deflection plane and containing the incident pion course / /.
0
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4. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
Experimental data presented above allow one to conclude that
any high energy hadron causes nucleon emission from the target
nucleus, when passes through it. The intensity of this emission,
expressed by nucleon multiplicity npj. equals in average the num
ber of nucleons contained within the cylindrical volume "D A
centered on the hadron path X in nuclear matter.
If the hadron path Л is measured in a number of nucleons n
per the area S = irDJj, then npj nucleons/S « A nucleons/S. Be
cause the ratio between the proton number and the neutron num0
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ber inside the atomic nucleus can be treated ' ' / as radially
independent and equal to the ratio Z/(fc-2), A can be expressed
in protons per S as well, and A protons/S = (Z/A).Anucleons/S.
We have, therefore, that the observed proton multiplicity n
should be treated as the number n
protons/S of protons con
tained within the cylindrical volume frD A, and the relation
takes place
p

p

0

n

p

protons/S * A

protons/S

(I)

which meaning is that the observed proton multiplicity in had
ron-nucleus collisions is simply the measure of the nuclear
matter layer thickness A protons/S the incident hadron inter
acts with in a hadron-nucleus collision.
Hadrons lose a fraction of their energy by causing nucleon
emission. The energy loss can be observed simply in a study
of the hadron absorption, or hadron stopping, in nuclear mat
ter - in atomic nuclei.
The beam pions of 3.5 GeV/c momentum lose in average 300 MeV
of their energy before to collide in the center of the chamber
with xenon nuclei. Then, pions of kinetic energy E„=3.2 GeV
falling on xenon nuclei are absorbed by nuclear matter layer
of the mean thickness <\> nucleons/S = <п„>=17.2 nucleons/S.
Therefore, the incident pion energy loss e„ for one nucleon
emission is
( f f

„ _ E ^ jyL
<A>

=

17.2

0 > 1 8 6

_Gev_.

( 2 )

nucl./S

When the kinetic energy Е„ of the incident pion is smaller, than
the mean thickness <A> nucleons/S of nuclear matter layer by
which this pion will be absorbed should be
<A> nucleons/S = -5a. GeV/GeV/(nucl./S).
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For example, pions of kinetic energy E„ » 2.12 GeV, used in
our experiment/"/,interacting within central area of the cham
ber with xenon nuclei should be absorbed by nuclear matter
layer in xenon nucleus of the mean thickness <A> nucleons/S • 2.12/0.186 » 11.4 nucleons/S or, if measured in protons per S,
<A> pvotons/S - 4.6 protons/S. The observed mean number of
the emitted fast protons is <n >-4.l+0.3 protons/S, which ag
rees satisfactorily with the predicted one.
It ie known experimentally/'"I'^that characteristics of the
nucleon emission process, mainly the energy spectra and momen
tum and angular distributions of the emitted fast protons, are
the same for any hadron-nucleus collisions - when particles are
produced or not. It can be concluded, therefore, that hadrons
undergo some process in passage through nuclear matter, mono
tonously along their paths, which leads to fast nucleon emission
p

6

and energy loss of these hadrons. This process is similar to
the ionization process accompanying the passage of charged par
ticles through materials, but it is of different nature, as
caused by nuclear forces.
Stopping and energy deposition of hadrons in nuclei, pro
ceeding in such a way, should lead to various observable ef
fects. Let us analyse some of them. Firstly, the mean number
of fast protons emitted in hadron-nucleus collisions at ener
gies higher than a few GeV should be almost energy-independent
and approximately as large as the average thickness <л> protons/S of the target nucleus, because the effective cross-sec
tion for total hadron-nucleon collision changes weakly with
projectile energy. Secondly, the mean number of fast protons
emitted <n > in hadron-nucleus collisions at energies smaller
than a few GeV should be energy-dependent; the mean proton mul
tiplicity <n > should increase with increasing of the projec
tile energy from < n > = l up to <n >-<A> protons/S, where <A>
is the mean thickness of the target nucleus. One can prove,
using available data, that it is observed in fact/ *" /,
The stopping and energy deposition of hadrons in nuclear
matter varies for various hadrons. From the data on protonemulsion nuclei collisions'' '', it is possible to estimate mean
p
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p

p
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energy loss e

for protons - it is f = 0.36 — H f i x —
which
nucl./S
is almost two-times larger than for pions.
The mechanism of the nucleon emission is still unclear. One
possible mechanism/ ^ could be such that along the projectile
path in nuclear matter mesons appear of such energies at which
they are simply absorbed by two or more adjacent nucleons; the
systems formed in such a way, of relatively small kinetic ener
gy, might drift inside the target nucleus without causing nuc
leon emission in ones turn and decay, after having left it,
into nucleons.
In the light of our picture of the fast nucleon emission pro
cess in hadron-nucleus collisions and of the picture of the in
cident hadron stopping and its energy deposition in nuclear
matter, the energy- and A-dependence of probability of occur
rence of the events without particle production P
and of pro
bability P. of occurrence of events in which incident hadron
is absorbed may be expressed simply in terms of the hadron nuc
leus size and nucleon density distribution in it, and of the
cross-section щ for inelastic hadron-nucleon collision:
0
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P„.

2 -W(n ,A)e-»p/<^>
p

(4)
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V
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p.

( D )

2
n

p

= , ,

p

(5)

W(n ,A)P ,
p

( A

w

«

where W(n , A ) i s the distribution of nuclear matter layer thicknesses'' /A protons/S • n protons/S in the atomic nucleus with
the mass number A; n (D) is the proton multiplicity in protons/S
when the incident hadron traverses the target nucleus along its
diameter D; n (X f) *Photon multiplicity in protons/S when
the incident hadron traverses the nuclear matter layer thick
ness A f protons/S, where * f < D is the thickness defined as
A (= Eh/fh . where E], is the incident hadron energy and h
S
is given as above; < \ > protons/S = 1 /a\ 1/
is experi
proton
mentally known from hadron-nucleon collision studies.
Calculations performed for pion-xenon nucleus collisions at
2.34-9 GeV/c momentum give that P
is about 0.26 and P is
energy-dependent, and varies from 0.13 to 0 with incident had
ron momentum increase, fig.l. Results of calculations do not
contradict the results of the experiment.
Hadrons of energies smaller than E = D . <[, are easily ab
sorbed in atomic nuclei of the diameter D. The ranges in nuc
lear matter of hadrons should be measured precisely in hadronnucleus collisions at various energies E j ^ D . f ^ , * ^
ex
periments. Now, we can present first data on the range-energy
relation in nuclear matter of the pions, determined here using
data on pion-xenon nucleus collisions'
', and of the protons,
determined using data on proton-emulsion nuclei collisions'' * Л
The range-energy relation in nuclear matter of pions and pro
tons is shown in fig.4.
In attempts to answer,whether
and how we can produce high
enough excited states to study
a possible new phase of nuclear
matter, we come to the conclu
sion that: 1. In hadron-nucleus
collisions, hadrons deposit
their kinetic energy in the
target nuclei predominantly
by causing fast nucleon emis
sion. 2. The fast nucleon emis
sion, and then the energy depo
sition of the projectile in
I.I I ! 1 I I I I I I I I , I I I
6
8 (GeV) nuclear matter, proceeds monotonically; an increasing of the
projectile energy above Efc*D.f
h
does not cause an increasing
Fig.4. Range B -energy E
of the fraction of the energy
relation in nuclear matter
deposited in the target nucleus.
for pions and protons.
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3. The minimum hadron energy E
which should be applied in
order to obtain maximum intensity of the fast nucleon emission
fc m i m

i s

E

D

h.i.- -<bThe degree of the target nucleus excitation depends as well,
in my opinion, on the fact how much is the target nucleus des
troyed in a collision; it depends probably on the collision im
pact parameter. The destroyed nucleus goes into residual stable
nuclei, the transition may be exoergic and accompanied by the
emission of relatively energetic nuclear fragments. These frag
ments are emitted mainly owing to the inner energy of the des
troyed target nucleus.
In pion-xenon nucleus collisions without particle production
at about 3.2 GeV energy, in which incident pion is completely
stopped, total projectile energy is lost inside the target nuc
leus and < n > « A / Z <n_>= 18 nucleons are emitted in average,
where <a_> is the mean number of emitted protons. The mean
kinetic energy of the emitted nucleons is about 0.09 GeV. Then,
the total kinetic energy of emitted nucleons is nearly 1.6 GeV,
what is almost two times smaller than the energy lost inside
the target nucleus. Possible explanation of this effect is gi
ven in my previous work' ' a discussion about the nature of
this effect will be the subject matter in our next work.
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Стругальский 3Остановка и передача энергии адронов в ядрах-мишенях

El-83-850

При исследовании столкновения лпон-ксенон при 2,3^-9 ГэЗ/с мы смогли
выделить события,в которых налетающий пион полностью останавливается,пере
дав свою энергию ядру-мишени. Вероятность появления таких "остановок" среди
всех столкновений пион-ксенон зависит от импутьса налетающего пиона и со
ставляет: - 0,15 при 2,3*» ГэВ/с, -0,02 при 3,5 ГэВ/с и ~ 0 при высших
значениях импульса. Выведена формула для вероятности появления " остановок"
Приводится зависимость пробег - энергия для пионов и протонов в ядерной
материи.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ.

Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна

Strugalski Z.
Stopping and Energy Deposition of Hadrons in Target Nuclei

1983

E1-83-850

In an analysis of pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 2.34-9 GeV/c momen
tum we were able to identify events in which incident pions were completely
stopped and deposited their energy in target nucleus.Probability of appesrance of such "stopped" events among any-type pion-xenon collision events
depends on the incident pion momentum and is:-0.15 at 2.34 GeV/c,~0.02
at 3.5 GeV/c, and - 0 at higher momenta. Formula expressing probability of
appearance of the "stopped" events is derived. Range-energy relation in
nuclear matter for pions and protons is given.
The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High
Energies, JINR.
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